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BigIron Makes Inaugural Corporate Donation  
to LICA Educational Foundation for Veterans 

 
LISLE, ILLINOIS, August 29, 2023— BigIron, a leading name in the online auction industry, has made the first 
corporate donation to the LICA Educational Foundation for Veterans, marking a significant milestone for 
the Foundation’s mission of supporting veterans in their transition to new careers in heavy equipment 
operation. 
 

BigIron, known for its proven track record and dedication to "Selling The BigIron Way," has celebrated 
countless success stories throughout its history. Among these stories, the tale of T&M Cain stands out as a 
shining example of the remarkable outcomes that arise from partnering with BigIron. Tony Cain, owner of 
T&M Cain, experienced an exceptional auction with BigIron, achieving not only outstanding results for his 
equipment and real estate, but also witnessing BigIron's generosity in action. A portion of the proceeds from 
the sale were directed towards supporting the LICA Educational Foundation for Veterans, a noble cause 
close to the hearts of both organizations. 
 

The statistics from T&M Cain's sale with BigIron demonstrate the company's potential for sellers. 
Exceptional sales prices, widespread interest from buyers, and a streamlined auction process characterize 
the hallmark of a successful collaboration with BigIron. This combination of comprehensive services and a 
compassionate outlook underscores BigIron’s values. 
 

Tony Cain spoke highly of BigIron and the unexpected donation, stating, "As you know, Big Iron handled 
my real estate and machinery auction. The day of the auction, there were agents of BigIron on site, 
including Tim Kipper and Fred Lopez. They surprised me with this donation to the veterans foundation. The 
$3000.00 came from their proceeds from the auction. They are great guys to work with and are excited to 
help LICA and the veterans foundation." 
 

The LICA Educational Foundation for Veterans extends its heartfelt gratitude to BigIron for this substantial 
contribution, which not only aids veterans in their career transitions but also demonstrates BigIron's 
commitment to giving back to the community and supporting those who have served our nation. 
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BigIron presents donation check to the LICA Educational Foundation for Veterans.   
From left: Fred Lopez, National LICA VP Tony Cain and Tim Kipper 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


